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Abstract— In visual SLAM (VSLAM) systems, loop closure
plays a crucial role in reducing accumulated errors. However,
VSLAM systems relying on low-level visual features often
suffer from the problem of perceptual confusion in repetitive
environments, where scenes in different locations are incorrectly
identified as the same. Existing work has attempted to intro-
duce object-level features or artificial landmarks. The former
approach struggles to distinguish visually similar but different
objects, while the latter is both time-consuming and labor-
intensive. This paper introduces a novel loop closure detection
method that leverages pretrained AI foundation models to
extract rich semantic information about specific types of objects
(e.g., door numbers), referred to as semantic anchors, that
help to distinguish similar scenes better. In settings such as
office buildings, hotels, and warehouses, this approach helps to
improve the robustness of loop closure detection. We validate
the effectiveness of our method through experiments conducted
in both simulated and real-world environments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VS-
LAM) system uses the camera to explore the environment
and simultaneously build a model of the surroundings. Early
work by Davison et al. [1] and Klein et al. [2] laid the
foundation for VSLAM, followed by extensive subsequent
efforts that achieved more accurate and stable results. These
approaches depend on low-level visual features and struggle
in environments with a high degree of repetitive elements.

To address this issue, researchers have proposed several
solutions: (1) using object-level features [3][4][5]; (2) intro-
ducing artificial landmarks into the environment [6] [7] [8]
[9][10]; (3) incorporating non-visual environmental informa-
tion, such as magnetic fields [11] [12], or radio-frequency
signals [13]. The first approach encounters challenges in
scenes where objects have similar appearances and poses,
while the last two require pre-installation or assume extra
sensors, leading to additional costs.

In this paper, we propose a novel loop-closure detection
method for common repetitive environments like office build-
ings, libraries, and warehouses. Our method leverages pre-
trained AI foundation models to obtain natural language
descriptions of specific objects in the environment, such
as door numbers, shelf numbers, directional signs, etc.
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(a) ORB features of two images taken at two distinct locations.

(b) Semantic anchors at various locations.

Fig. 1: Distinguishing between two similar scenes in a repetitive
environment that comprises a corridor and multiple doors. (a) Using
conventional ORB features, it is difficult to distinguish between
the two scenes. (b) Semantic objects, each annotated with a textual
description, enable clear distinction between the scenes. The colored
point clouds on the map represent various semantic anchors.

Traditional descriptors based on pixel features often fall
short in distinguishing between various instances of these
objects (e.g., door numbers ”901” and ”910”). However,
these objects carry vital semantic information that identi-
fies distinct areas. Furthermore, they serve as stable and
consistent elements in the surroundings, ensuring reliability
in mapping and localization. We term these semantically
distinctive and stable objects as semantic anchors or simply
anchors, see Figure 1 for an example. In our approach, we
make use of two foundation models, namely Blip-2 [14] and
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ChatGPT [15], to perform semantic analysis. This eliminates
the need for us to design and train specific models for
individual tasks and scenarios.

To achieve loop-closure detection with semantic anchors,
we need to address two problems. First, it is non-trivial
to determine the semantic anchors and extract their rich
semantic information to achieve object-level data association.
Second, as the system operates, the semantic anchors are
subject to accumulated errors, potentially causing mismatch
of anchors. Thus we require precise position estimation.

For the first problem, we use the AI foundation models
to generate natural language descriptions for both text and
images. These models not only create scene descriptions but
also can assess their quality and similarity. To address the
second problem, we devise a local anchor map constructed
based on co-visibility relationships. When comparing two lo-
cal anchor maps, we take advantage of the relative positions
between anchors, as these are less susceptible to cumulative
errors.

We tested our method in both simulated and real-world
environments and compared it with the open-source ORB-
SLAM3 [16] system in terms of loop-closure detection
and trajectory error. Experimental results indicate that our
method performs successfully in loop-closure detection when
semantic anchors are observed. Due to correct loop closures,
our method also achieves higher localization accuracy.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Introducing the concept of semantic anchors and utiliz-

ing foundation models to obtain their natural language
descriptions. Based on this, we implemented an object-
level data association method.

• Proposing a new semantic loop-closure detection
method that constructs a local map using co-visibility
relationships to distinguish similar scenes by comparing
the textual descriptions of objects and their relative
locations in the local map.

II. RELATED WORK

Semantic SLAM incorporates semantic information about
the objects in the environment. The main advantage of
Semantic SLAM is that it provides a more comprehensive
understanding of the scene and its elements. SLAM++ [17]
pioneered object-level SLAM, in which camera and object
poses are jointly optimized, assuming access to prior object
models. Cubeslam [18], Quadricslam [19], Eao-slam [20],
and So-slam [21] further eliminated the need for prior object
models, and approximated objects using standardized models
such as cubes and ellipsoids. Notably, these approaches did
not address loop-closure detection.

Hu et al. [3], Li et al. [4], and Qian et al. [5] integrated
low-level features with semantic object pose information for
loop-closure detection, relying on the relative positions of
objects to differentiate similar scenes. However, they did not
take into account the specific characteristics of individual
objects. In highly repetitive settings such as hotel corridors
or warehouses, considering only relative object positions is
inadequate for scene discrimination.

Fig. 2: An overview of proposed system.

Textslam [22][23] primarily focused on textual objects,
treating them as plane-related features. However, this ap-
proach only distinguished textual objects based on pixel-
level features, disregarding their semantic content. In many
environments, semantic distinctions within text may occur at
the level of individual letters or strokes. Yet, such nuances
can be hard to discern at the pixel level.

Another category of solutions involves using artificial
landmarks, including QR codes [6] [7] [8] [9], or RFID
[10]. However, these methods introduce extra infrastructure
costs and manual setup. Non-visual information has been
considered in several previous works, such as magnetic
fields [11] [12], and radio-frequency signals [13]. Again,
integrating the extra sensors entails additional expenses.

Lp-slam [24] employed OCR methods to recognize textual
content in the environment. It utilized foundation models to
correct and understand text meanings, and achieved object lo-
calization through SLAM’s tracking module. It implemented
a navigation system based on natural language interaction,
introducing detailed semantic information into the SLAM
system. This work primarily dealt with textual objects and
focused on navigation tasks.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We have embedded our semantic loop-closure detection
method into ORB-SLAM3 [16], resulting in an extended
system with semantic recognition, tracking, mapping, and
loop-closure capabilities. The system framework is illustrated
in Figure 2, with our contributed modules highlighted in blue.

First, the system extracts feature points from the input
RGB images for tracking and selects representative frames
as keyframes. Next, we employ Yolov6 [25] and East [26]
for object/text box detection on these keyframes, resulting
in a set of detection bounding boxes. Each box is associated
with the following information: location and side lengths of
the box, object class, detection confidence, and map points
covered by the box. We record these detection bounding
boxes and their associated information in the keyframes,
constructing semantic keyframes.
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Based on prior knowledge of the environment to be nav-
igated, we predefine several categories of semantic anchors,
such as door numbers and directional signs. If a detected
object falls in these categories, we perform object-level data
association. Firstly, we associate a detection bounding box
with nearby semantic anchors based on the locations of
the covered map points. Upon a successful association, we
update the corresponding semantic anchor. Otherwise, we
construct a new semantic anchor, whose data structure con-
tains a textual description of the object, generated using Blip-
2 and ChatGPT. Subsequently, using ChatGPT, we further
perform semantic matching between the newly constructed
semantic anchor and other semantic anchors in the map,
determining whether the current semantic anchor has been
observed before. If this is the case, it triggers loop-closure
detection; see Chapter IV for details.

During loop-closure detection, we first employ the bag-
of-words (BoW) method [27] to select similar candidate
keyframes. Then, based on co-visibility relationships, we
separately construct local anchor point maps for the current
keyframe and the candidate keyframes. Comparing the rela-
tive positions of semantic anchors in these two local maps
allows us to further distinguish ambiguous repetitive scenes,
identifying potential loop closures; see Chapter V.

IV. SEMANTIC ANCHORS AND DATA
ASSOCIATION

A. Semantic Operations on Image and Text

1) Generating image content description: We use the
Blip-2 visual question and answer (QA) model [14] to
generate a textual description for an image in response to
a question. Typically, a simple question such as “Please
describe the picture” yields only a general response de-
scribing the major components in the image. To obtain
more details, we adopt the method from Zhu et al. [28],
which introduces a strategy to elicit a multi-round dialogue
between ChatGPT and Blip-2, as depicted in Figure 3.
Throughout these interactions, ChatGPT automatically poses
one question at a time regarding various aspects of an image,
and Blip-2 replies to each question. Ultimately, ChatGPT
generates a comprehensive summary of the image’s content.
In our implementation, we input the bounding box of an
object to the QA model and retrieve the corresponding textual
summary.

2) Text operations: We implemented three semantic func-
tions to operate with textual descriptions:

• int InformationLevel(string text): returns an
integer value between [1,5] that measures the amount of
distinct information contained within a given text string;

• int SimilarityLevel(string text1, string

text2): returns an integer value between [1,5]
indicating the degree of semantic similarity between
two textual descriptions;

• void MergeText(string text1, string

text2): merge two textual descriptions into a
single, semantically coherent description.

Fig. 3: An example of the question and answer model from [28], in
which ChatGPT interacts with Blip-2 to gather information about
an object within an image. The user provides some special prompts
to direct ChatGPT in asking a series of questions about an object,
while Blip-2 supplies a response to each question. Finally ChatGPT
summarizes the answers into a cohesive statement.

TABLE I: Evaluating semantic similarity between two textual
descriptions using ChatGPT.

Agent

I’m going to give you a pair of phrasal descriptions of objects that have
different degrees of similarity. You need to rank the similarity on a
five-point scale, from lowest to highest. For example, {a gray pillow}
has similarity degree 1 to {a green tree}; {a red ball} has similarity
degree 2 to {a black and white ball}; {a red ball} has similarity
degree 3 to {a basketball}; {a black and white ball} has a degree of
similarity 4 to {a football}; {A painting depicting a mysterious smile
of a European woman} has a similarity of 5 to {Mona Lisa}. Answer
the score only.
Sure, I can help you with that. Please provide me with the pair of
phrasal descriptions you would like me to rank.

... ...
Agent Let’s try {a black cat}and{a white cat}, and give me the score only.

2

Agent Let’s try {some purple balls }and {grapes}.

5

Here we provide an example illustrating the implemen-
tation of the SimilarityLevel function using ChatGPT
API. As shown in Table I, we initially provide several
manually designed examples to guide ChatGPT in learning
how to assess the similarity of two object descriptions, with
similarity levels ranging from 1 to 5, where higher values
indicate greater similarity. Then, we provide the two textual
descriptions to ChatGPT and ask for similarity assessment.
If the similarity score is 4 or higher, we conclude that the
two textual descriptions describe the same object.

3) Asynchronous operation: Operations with the founda-
tion models are conducted asynchronously, with a dedicated
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thread responsible for acquiring and updating textual de-
scriptions. Since semantic anchors are only applied in loop-
closure detection, which does not demand high real-time
performance, the impact of additional latency incurred is
small.

B. Semantic Anchor Construction

Semantic anchors can be considered as map objects with
textual descriptions. Each semantic anchor includes the fol-
lowing information:

• Class of detected object, such as door numbers or
paintings.

• Set of keyframes where this object has been observed.
• Set of map points observed on this object.
• Bounding box for the object.
• Textual description of content.
The textual description is obtain with the QA model

as described earlier. Normally the generated description is
accurate, however if the image is low-quality, or captured
from a poor angle, the QA model may generate vague or un-
informative descriptions. We call the InformationLevel
function to access its quality. If the returned value is no
smaller than 4, we treat the object as a valid anchor.

Each semantic anchor always maintains an image crop
defined by the object bounding box. We only request textual
descriptions for the crop when its area is sufficiently large
or it has not been updated for a certain period of time.

C. Object-Level Data Association

Object-level data association is divided into two cases.
The first case involves associating detection bounding boxes
from keyframes and the map points contained within them
with existing semantic anchors in the map. The second
case pertains to associating the current anchor with existing
anchors in the map.

1) Object tracking: Assuming that an object i is detected
within the current keyframe k. The object’s detection bound-
ing box zi is associated with the following information: ob-
ject class and detection confidence, current keyframe index,
geometric information of the bounding box, and the set of
map points it covers, denoted as Pi. Define the set of co-
visibility frames for the current keyframe k as Kcov

k , which
includes keyframes that share a certain proportion of map
points with keyframe k. Due to the co-visibility relationship,
keyframes in Kcov

k have relatively small accumulative pose
errors and therefore provide accurate localization informa-
tion.

We attempt to match zi with semantic anchors in the map
that belong to the same class as i and have been observed by
keyframes in Kcov

k . If at least a fraction σ of the map points in
zi are covered by the bounding box of a semantic anchor, then
zi is considered a match of that semantic anchor. σ ∈ (0,1)
is a threshold related to tracking sensitivity, and is set to 0.2
in our case. Upon successful matching, we incorporate the
keyframe k and its set of map points Pi into the data structure
associated with the matched semantic anchor.

2) Semantic anchor matching: If a detection bounding
box zi cannot be matched with an existing semantic anchor,
we create a new semantic anchor based on zi and then attempt
to match it with existing anchors in the map. The matching
of anchors relies on the semantic similarity of their textural
descriptions.

If two images contain the same object from similar per-
spectives, the QA often generates the same textual descrip-
tion. Therefore, if two anchors have identical textual descrip-
tions, we consider them matched anchors. In cases where the
QA model produces somehow different descriptions, we call
the SimilarityLevel function to obtain a similarity score
between two descriptions. If the score is equal to or greater
than 4, we consider the two anchors to be matched.

For two matched semantic anchors, if their keyframes
share a co-visibility relationship and have close bounding
boxes, the two semantic anchors are merged. This involves
combining their sets of keyframes and map points and then
recalculating the bounding box based on the new set of
map points. For the textual descriptions, we invoke the
MergeText function to generate a cohesive textual descrip-
tion.

If there is no co-visibility relationship between the two
matched semantic anchors, it indicates that the agent has
revisited the same semantic anchor, suggesting a potential
loop closure. We set a matching flag for these two semantic
anchors, and they are treated as the same during loop closure
detection. If a loop closure is confirmed and executed, the
two matched semantic anchors are then merged.

V. LOOP CLOSURE DETECTION

To determine whether the current keyframe k forms a
loop closure with another keyframe in the map, the sys-
tem performs three checks sequentially. First, we exclude
keyframes in the map that share a co-visibility relationship
with k. Next, we calculate the bag-of-words (BoW) vector
similarity scores between k and the other keyframes in the
map using BoW algorithms. Then, for the keyframes with
the highest similarity scores, we apply the semantic anchor-
based loop closure detection method, which will be described
in more detail in this section, to eliminate keyframes that do
not match k semantically.

For the keyframes that pass all the previous filtering crite-
ria, we calculate the similarity transformations between k and
these keyframes and count the number of matching feature
points after the projection transformation. Keyframes with
the highest numbers of matching feature points are confirmed
as forming a loop closure with the current keyframe.

A. Local Anchor Map Construction

To mitigate the impact of cumulative errors on the local-
ization of semantic anchors, we have designed local anchor
maps based on direct or indirect co-visibility relationships.
A local anchor map is centered around a keyframe and
maintains the information of all semantic anchors near that
keyframe. By comparing the local anchor maps of two
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Fig. 4: A local anchor map (yellow region). Ellipses represent the
sets of co-visibility frames for anchors, each with a center keyframe
(blue points). The relative positions represented by red lines are
used in distinguishing two local anchor maps.

keyframes, we can confirm whether the two keyframes are
in the same location.

Given a keyframe k, we now construct its local anchor
map Mk as follows. For anchor Ai, let KAi be the set of
keyframes that observe it. Recall that the set of co-visibility
frames for some keyframe m is denoted Kcov

m , so the union of
all sets of co-visibility frames for the keyframes in KAi can
be defined as Kcov

Ai
=

⋃
m∈KAi

Kcov
m , which represent the local

context of anchor Ai in terms of vision overlap. If Kcov
A j

and
Kcov

k , the co-visibility frames for the current keyframe k, have
a non-empty intersection, then we add Ai into the keyframe
k’s local anchor map Mk. Figure 4 depicts the structure of
Mk, centered around keyframe k and having a number of
nearby anchors incorporated.

B. Comparison of Anchor Maps

First, we calculate the angle and distance of each anchor
with respect to the central keyframe in the local anchor
map. Using the data association method proposed earlier
for semantic anchors, it is easy to confirm which semantic
anchors appear in both local anchor maps. Assume the sets of
anchors in two anchor maps, Ma and Mb, are denoted as Aa
and Ab respectively. For two anchors Ai ∈ Aa and A j ∈ Ab,
let x(i, j) represent the matching score between Ai and A j:

x(i, j) =

{
1, if Ai matches A j,

0, otherwise.
(1)

Let θm and dm represent the angle and distance of anchor
Am with respect to its own central keyframe in the local
anchor map. If anchors Ai and A j have similar textual
descriptions and are located close to each other in their
respective local anchor maps, while satisfying |θi−θ j|< π/3
and |di −d j|< 1, we consider Ai and A j to be a match.

Closer semantic anchors are more valuable as references
for localization than those farther away. We set the weight
of semantic anchor Am in the local anchor map as 1/dm. The
similarity S between two local anchor maps can be expressed

Fig. 5: Top view of the simulated environment.

TABLE II: Loop closure detection accuracy.

Dataset Metrics Ours ORB-SLAM3

SE1 Precision 100% 16.7%
Recall 100% 100%

SE2 Precision 100% 19.4%
Recall 100% 100%

as the summed weight of matching anchor pairs between the
two maps divided by the aggregate weight of all anchors in
both maps:

S =

|Aa|
∑

i=1

|Ab|
∑
j=1

[x(i, j) · ( 1
di
+ 1

d j
)]

|Aa|
∑

i=1

1
di
+

|Ab|
∑
j=1

1
d j

(2)

If S is greater than a certain threshold, we consider the two
local anchor maps to be a match. We set this threshold to 0.3.
The central keyframes of the two maps pass the semantic
loop detection. In the next step, further calculations for a
similarity transformation are performed to ultimately confirm
whether they form a loop closure.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

Due to the lack of highly repetitive scenes in publicly
available datasets, we created a simulation environment using
Unity, mimicking a hotel scenario. The ground truth for
the robot’s motion trajectory can be directly obtained from
Unity’s internal data, while the SLAM system only receives
640×480 RGB images collected by the simulated robot as
its input. To validate the effectiveness of our method in the
real world, we captured a sequence of images from a certain
floor in a classroom building using a handheld RealSense
D435i camera. We conducted tests in both the simulated and
real-world environments and compared our proposed method
with ORB-SLAM3 [16] in terms of loop closure correctness
and localization accuracy.

A. Results from Unity simulation environment

As shown in Figure 5, the simulated hotel environment
consists of 24 similarly configured rooms, each having a door
number adjacent to the door. Decorative paintings are present
on the walls of the long corridor. The circular corridor is
approximately 100 meters long and 2.2 meters wide. The
robot starts its journey from one of the rooms, traverses the
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TABLE III: Location accuracy in terms of absolute pose error (m)

Dataset Sequence Ours ORB-SLAM3 ORB-VO

SE1

00 0.081 11.499 0.220
01 0.189 13.498 0.633
02 0.083 13.539 0.223
03 0.163 12.645 0.371
04 0.179 12.452 0.340
05 0.109 12.770 0.671

SE2

00 0.146 7.205 0.870
01 0.160 9.851 0.662
02 0.240 10.298 0.633
03 0.448 12.792 0.961
04 0.112 7.825 0.501
05 0.141 9.676 0.361

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6: (a) Trajectory estimated by ORB-SLAM3 compared with
ground truth (gray dashed line). (b) Trajectory estimated by ORB-
SLAM3 with loop closure disabled. (c) Trajectory estimated with
our method.

corridor, explores several rooms en route, and finally returns
to the initial room. We conducted test to evaluate the SLAM
system’s loop detection capability, particularly when the
robot visited the rooms, to see if it would mistakenly identify
one room as another. We collected two datasets, SE1 and
SE2, corresponding to two environments with different room
layouts. Each dataset comprises six sequences, representing
journeys through six rooms arranged in different orders. The
results in Table II show that our method outperforms ORB-
SLAM3 in terms of both accuracy and recall.

Using the pose values from Unity as ground truth, we
calculated the absolute pose error of the trajectory. Since
ORB-SLAM3 consistently identified incorrect loops in the
tests, resulting in distorted trajectories, calculating absolute
pose errors in this case would not be meaningful. Therefore,
we calculated the absolute pose error of ORB-SLAM3’s
trajectory estimate with loop closure disabled. The results in
Table III show that our method achieves better localization
accuracy than ORB-SLAM3 due to more accurate loop
detection. The entry ”ORB-VO” refers to the result of ORB-
SLAM3 with loop closure disabled.

Figure 6 visualizes the trajectory results of dataset SE2,
sequence 00 from Table 1 under different methods. Due
to multiple false loop detections, ORB-SLAM3 exhibits
significant differences between the estimated trajectory and
the ground truth. With loop closure disabled, the trajectory
estimation of ORB-SLAM3 improves to some extent but is
still affected by accumulated errors. Our method successfully
distinguishes all similar regions, identifies true loop closures,
and effectively reduces accumulated errors through loop

(a) (b)

Fig. 7: Images captured in a real-world classroom building. The
two different classrooms look similar when viewed from outside,
leading to incorrect loop closures reported by ORB-SLAM3. In
contrast, our proposed method utilizes doorplates as semantic
anchors to accurately distinguish between the two classrooms.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8: (a) An incorrect map of classrooms generated by ORB-
SLAM3, where the classrooms are mixed up due to false loop
detection. (b) The map produced by our method, which clearly
distinguishes the classrooms with the help of semantic descriptions.

closure, resulting in the most accurate trajectory estimates.

B. Results from real world

As shown in Figure 7, the real-world dataset was captured
by a person walking through multiple classrooms using a
handheld RealSense D435i camera. There were no modifica-
tions to the classroom layouts during the experiment. Figure
8 shows that our method successfully utilized classroom
doorplates and exit signs to create semantic anchors, accu-
rately distinguishing different classrooms and constructing
clear and accurate trajectories and maps. In contrast, ORB-
SLAM3 incorrectly identified three different classrooms as
the same one, resulting in erroneous loop closures that
caused significant distortion in the estimated trajectory and
the intertwining of the three classrooms in the map.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduces the use of semantically distinguish-

able objects, called semantic anchors, in repetitive envi-
ronments to distinguish visually similar but distinct areas,
enabling successful loop closure detection. Experimental
results show that in these environments, ORB-SLAM3 often
performs incorrect loop closures, while our method identifies
loops correctly and achieves higher localization accuracy.
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